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No'rES AND DOCUMENTS 
Double Divorce: The Case of Mariette and 

John von NeulTIann 

Tibor Frank 

John von Neumann (1903--57) was one of the greatest mathematicians of this 
century. He was born in Budapest into an upper-middle-class Jewish family, and 
his fa ther had been one of the last to receive a title from Hungary's King Francis 
Joseph 1. A child prodigy in mathematics" John von Neumann received the finest 
possible education. He attended one of Budapest's best high schools, the Lu
theran Gvmnasium" and after 1921 continued with university studies mainly in 
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Berlin and Zurich, although he was also enrolled as a student of mathematics at 
Budapest University, v\There he received his doctorate in 1926. He was awarded 
another degree at Berlin's university in 1927, and was invited in 1929 to become 
a visiting professor at the newly established Institute for Advanced Study at 
Princeton. Arriving in January 1930, he continued to teach part time in the 
United States until 1933, when the rise of Hitler in Gerrnan y persuaded him to 
stay in Princeton. He became a naturalized citizen in 1937 and is considered one 
of the leading figures of American science during the 19405 and 1950s. 

A Princeton professor through most of his life, he ",'as also a consultant to the 
Manhattan Project and supported the war effort in various other capacities 
through World War II. He became one of the pioneers of game theory and the 
computer, and ended his short life as one of the commissioners of the Atomic 
Energy Commission in Washington, D.C. Broad-minded, enormously versatile, 
and many-sided, he ",,'as a superbly creative and playful scientist "",hom most of 
his contemporaries considered to be a genius. 1 

Von Neumann first married, at the very end of 1929, the daughter of a well
known Budapest doctor, Dr. Geza K6vesi. His young wife Mariette came from 
the same privileged background as von Neumann himself, bringing a luxurious 
dowry as well as an annual income of princely proportions. 2 They moved to 
Princeton in the fall of 1933, and their only daughter was born in New York City 

Tibor Frank, a Fulbright visiting professor from Budapest, holds an appointment in the Depart
ment of History of the University of Nevada, Reno, during 1990-91. 
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in 1935. The relationship; however, soon lost its meaning; and Mrs. von Neu
mann sought a quick divorce. 

Mariette Kovesi von Neumann arrived in Reno, Nevada, in September 1937. 
Throughout her stay in Reno and at Pyramid Lake she corresponded with her 
husband in \·vhat certainly seem today to be terms of endearment. It is important 
to see these letters as documents of their continued love; as wen as evidence of 
the undisguised disgust and contempt ,·vith which some of Reno's visitors 
vie\·ved the city more than fifty years ago as they conducted the business of a 
Nevada divorce. 

Mariette von Neumann's first letter, dated September 22, 1937, was sent to her 
husband in Princeton from The Riverside Hotel in Reno. What follows is a literal 
English translation from the Hungarian, \\rhich preserves, as far as possible, the 
original sentence patterns and punctuation of her letters. 3 

Johnny Sweetheart, I believe that Hell is certainly very similar to this place. It is 
undescribable, evervbodv is constantly drunken and they lose their money like mad 5-6 

....... .1 J .. 

hundred dollars a day, the roulette table stands in the hall just as a spittoon some other 
place. The ranch where I allegedly go out today a 35 mile journey through the desert is 
a wonderful sight for a day but not for six weeks. The place itself is terribly primitive it 
is arranged like Sanibel if you remember and all this for 60 dollars per "veek without 
extras This place is hellish expensive everything costs cca tv-lice as much as in New York. 
Th ere is no telephone or telegram at this place that of course I did not report back home 
[i.e., to her parents], mail once a day . I "vill probably rent a small car it is impossible 
without it and it doesn't seem to be so very expensive. HO'w are you s""reetheart how is 
the apartment hOV'l do you live and do you love me a bit \vrite about all these at length. 
I have th e howling blues.4 

Mariette 

Mariette's second letter, undated, \-vas written from The Ranch at Pyramid 
Lake (Telegraph and Post Office; Sutcliffe, Nevada), evidently some time after 
the first. 

Johnnv S\veetheart it is entirely -crazy here and I ,,·.'ould not feel so miserable if I were 
J J ~ 

not meant to stav here for 6 weeks I believe I won't survive. I live in the midst of an Indian 
J 

reservation there is a beautiful lake and the country is so divine that it is difficult to 
J 

imagine. But these horrible females it is impossible that there are so many kinds of 
women in the ",,'arId There is everything here starting from New Zealand through Boston 
and tuxedo all sorts and even some quite likable ones but almost all of them leave already 
Next v-leek it will already be after season I didn't know that this procedure has also got 
a season but it seems to be the case. Here I haven't yet received letters from you nor from 
my mother but I hope tomorrow ""rill be different. Riding is very beautiful but th e eve
nings are deadly, imagine dinner at six and night goes until 10 a' clock. Ho""r are you 
s'\veetheart write about everything '\\'ha t you do and \vhat bad things people talk about 
me. If you have time love me a bit. [Daughter ]Marinka seems to do very well. 

Million kisses 

Mariette 
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Mariette's stay in Reno did not remain a secret in Budapest. The gossip-hungry 
daily paper A Reggel reported on October 18, 1937, some (not exactly accurate) 
JlDivorce news from overseas." 

The young Hungarian mathematician who some time ago married the daughter
with-a-million of a superbly rich Budapest internist and who worked for a time also with Einstein 
in America arrived for a brief stav in Reno, the divorce-Mecca of the United States. Ac-

"' 
cording to the gossip that reached Budapest-not for vacationing (italics in original). 5 

Both John and Mariette von Neumann took second spouses almost immedi
ately after their divorce. 

Mariette was able to remarry without difficulty because her second husband 
was an American citizen, and the ceremony was performed in the United States. 
John von Neumann, however, planned to marry a Hungarian lady early the next 
year; although he had become an American citizen, he had retained his Hun
garian citizenship also, and Hungarian law therefore did not recognize the va
lidity I in Hungary, of the Reno divorce. Article 114 of the Hungarian marriage 
law made it absolutely clear that only a Hungarian court was authorized to make 
decisions about divorce cases of Hungarian citizens. In order to get married 
again, this great Hungarian scientist was forced to renounce his claim to Hun
garian citizenship, though, admittedly, for a nonpolitical reason.6 The Docll
ment of Dismissal, as the official permission of the Royal Hungarian minister of 
the interior was characteristically called, was granted on July 11, 1938? It must 
be noted, however, that no legal expert in Hungary ever seriously questioned 
the validity, 'lJ)i,thin the United States, of von Neumann's Reno divorce. 

It was ironic and cruel that von Neumann's new marriage immediately 
brought him additional problems of the same nature. He faced the danger that 
his new wife would automatically lose her Hungarian citizenship upon marrying 
him, but without simultaneously acquiring United States citizenship. Von Neu
mann was desperate, as he indicates in his letter of October 13, 1938, to Abra
ham Flexner, director of the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton. 

. . . the present political situation of Europe is still highly troublous/ and anything may 
happen in a few months and in this part of Central Europe there are many additional 
dangers and here even the next Vo,reeks are criticaL And in this situation [my new wife] 
would be without any definite citizenship I and therefore most probably unable to go 
anywhere outside of Hungary. 8 

The von Neurnanns were finally able to. marry and leave Europe just before the 
war broke out. 

The 1937 letters that Mariette Kovesi von Neumann wrote from Reno to her 
first husband are interesting documents of Nevada history. They record not only 
the enduring and tender relationship of this pair, but also the image of Reno as 
seen by upper-class European immigrants in the late 1930s. The case of John von 
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Neumann may also reflect the value outside the United States of Reno divorces 
at that time. 

NOTES 

IThere is a growing literature on John von eumann: see, most recently, Ferenc Nagy, ed., 
Neumann Janos es a "magyar titok" a dokumentumok tukreben Danos Neumann and the "Hungarian 
secret" in documents] (Budapest: Orszagos Miiszaki Informaci6s Kozpont es Konyvtar, 1987), a 
documentary on von eumann's Hungarian connections, including a facsimile of an early hand
written resume (pp. 17-18). The John von Neumann Papers are in the Library of Congress, Wash
ington, O. C. 

20r. Geza Kovesi to Dr. Janos Neumann von Margitta, Budapest, 31 December 1929; list of 
property to be transferred from Budapest to Princeton, New Jersey, 6 September 1933 (both in 
Mariette-Johnny, divorce correspondence, Box 8, John von Neumann Papers). 

3Mariette von Neumann to John von Neumann, Reno, 22 September 1937; ibid, The Ranch at 
Pyramid Lake, undated (both in Mariette-Johnny, divorce correspondence, Box 8, John von Neu
mann Papers). 

4'fhe final sentence is in English in the original. 
sA Reggel, 18 October 1937, clipping {Mariette-Johnny, divorce correspondence, Box 8, John von 

Neumann Papers). 
60 r . Karo]y Wilhelm (Budapest attorney) to Dr. Janos Neumann, Budapest, undated [spring 19381, 

with detailed legal arguments based on a meeting ''\lith Dr. Miklos Staud, counsellor in the Hun
garian Ministry of Justice Oohn von Neumann, divorce and other official documents, Box 7, John von 
Neumann Papers). 

7Elbocsdtdsi okirat [Document of dismissal1, Royal Hungarian minister of the interior, Budapest, 11 
July 1938 (John von Neumann, divorce and other official documents, Box 7, John von Neumann 
Papers). 

BJohn von Neumann to Abraham FIexner, draft in original English, Budapest, 13 October 1938 
(Family 1938-1942, Box 8, John von Neumann Papers). 
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